
CSE322 Theory of Computation(L3,4)
Recap of last lecture Today

Correctness of DFA
Correctness of NFA

https://automatonsimulator.com/

(extended tr. function is 
not to be used for HQ1, HQ2)



Correctness of DFA & NFA

K = { e } U { w : w starts with a or b, and is followed by zero
                     or more sequences of the string 'ab' }

D

Is L(D) = K ?



Extended-delta

δ(Q',w) : action of FA starting from any state in Q' & string w
δ(Q',w)  =    δ(q, w)

Q: Redefine "M accepts x" using extended trans. fn.



Proof of correctness
L = { x : x is a binary string that ends with aa }

What can we say about "computations" ending in q0?
What can we say about "computations" ending in q1?
What can we say about "computations" ending in q2?



Proof of correctness

L1 = { x : x is a binary string that ends with aa }
Prove that L(N) = L1
Level-1: By definition, w is in L1 iff q2 = δ'(q0,w). We will do induction on the length
of w to prove the following 3 facts.
(1) w=e or w ends in b iff δ'(q0,w)=q0
(2) w=a or w ends in ba iff δ'(q0,w)=q1
(3) w ends in aa iff δ'(q0,w)=q2

Level-2:
(Base case) |w|=0, i.e., w=e. (Prove all three iff statements)
Induction hypothesis: All three facts are true for any string of length <= n.
Induction step: To show that all three facts are true for any w of length n+1.



Proving (1) forward direction

Proving (1) backward direction



Proving (3) forward direction

Proving (3) backward direction

(2) Exercise.



Extended transition function for NFA

E(1)=
E(2)=
E(3)=

E(q) = { q' | q                   q' }
E({q1, q2, ..., qk}) = ?

E(1,3)=
E(2,3)=

E(1,2)=
E(1,2,3)=
E({})=



Extended transition function for NFA



Proof of correctness
L1 = { w endin with 01 }

Prove that L(N) = L1.

Proof level-1:

Proof level-2:
Base case: |w| = 0
Induction step: w=xa, for |x|=n and a is a symbol.

Difficult to show correct by
               only proving (a).

Assume that induction claims are valid for x.
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Assume that induction claims are valid for x.
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